
Radiators

Technical information

Note: Our team has the
equipment to soak, vat,

flush, test, repair, rebuild
and straighten fins. 

For more information on White Oak Radiator Service, products, contact us at (903) 759-6421 or go to www.worsinc.com
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Prestone Radiator Flush and Cleaner. 
 Royal Purple Purple Ice Super Coolant. 
Liqui Moly Radiator Cleaner. 
Irontite Thoroflush Radiator Flush. 
Bar's Leaks 10-Minute Radiator Flush.

What can a dirty radiator cause? A dirty radiator may cause overheating in the engine. Interesting tip: Hard
water can also cause radiator corrosion. Don't use your garden hose to refill your radiator. A crack in the
radiator also poses a significant problem.
What is a good radiator flush?

Your vehicle is leaking coolant.
Sludge builds up in your radiator. 
Low coolant levels.

Here are four signs your radiator is bad or failing:
Your vehicle is overheating. If your vehicle constantly overheats, especially under normal driving conditions, this
is one of the most common signs that your radiator is bad or failing. 

White Oak Radiator Service offers Simple and 
Affordable Online Shopping. Best-Selling and Most Popular 
Radiators. The dealer alternative store
for quality radiators and service.

Is a radiator worth replacing? Having an optimally-
running radiator in your car has numerous benefits to 
your car's health – and your safety. Replacing a broken 
radiator ensures that the rest of your engine won't break 
down in future years.  It can also reduce engine corrosion, 
which will cause detrimental damage to the rest of the 
engine.

Should you replace old radiators? Over time the
metal pipes and radiators in your heating system
can rust. This rust is collected by the water
running through your system and returned to the 
boiler where it can collect. This debris collection is 
called 'sludge,' and it's a good reason to replace
old radiators.


